


Everyone Here Spoke Sign Language: Hereditary Deafness on Martha's Vineyard, Nora Ellen
GROCE, Nora Ellen Groce, Harvard University Press, 2009, 0674037952, 9780674037953, 184
pages.  From the seventeenth century to the early years of the twentieth, the population of Martha's
Vineyard manifested an extremely high rate of profound hereditary deafness. In stark contrast to the
experience of most deaf people in our own society, the Vineyarders who were born deaf were so
thoroughly integrated into the daily life of the community that they were not seen--and did not see
themselves--as handicapped or as a group apart. Deaf people were included in all aspects of life,
such as town politics, jobs, church affairs, and social life. How was this possible?  On the Vineyard,
hearing and deaf islanders alike grew up speaking sign language. This unique sociolinguistic
adaptation meant that the usual barriers to communication between the hearing and the deaf, which
so isolate many deaf people today, did not exist.. 
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Introduction to Audiologic Rehabilitation , Ronald L. Schow, Michael A. Nerbonne, Sep 12, 2012,
Medical, 528 pages. This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. What students
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New York Institution for the Instruction of the Deaf & Dumb. 100th Anniversary of the Granting of Its
Charter, April 15, 1917 Centennial Commemoration of the Opening of the School, May 21, 1918,
New York institution for the instruction of the deaf and dumb, 1918, , 88 pages. .

Life with Two Languages An Introduction to Bilingualism, FranÐ“Â§ois Grosjean, 1982, Foreign
Language Study, 370 pages. Many people consider bilinguals to be exceptional, yet almost half the
world's population speaks more than one language. Bilingualism is found in every country of the
world, in ....

Evidence for proposed finding against federal acknowledgment of the Wampanoag Tribal Council of
Gay Head, Inc , United States. Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1985, Gay Head Indians, 121 pages. .

Lend Me Your Ear Rhetorical Constructions of Deafness, Brenda Jo Brueggemann, 1999, Language
Arts & Disciplines, 290 pages. The tradition of rhetoric established 2,500 years ago emphasizes the
imperative of speech as a defining characteristic of reason. But in her new book Lend Me Your Ear,
Brenda ....

Cape Cod and the offshore islands , Walter Magnes Teller, 1970, History, 256 pages. The lure and
legend of the Cape Cod area and the two islands--Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard..

Seeing Voices A Journey Into the World of the Deaf, Oliver W. Sacks, 1989, Social Science, 180
pages. A neurologist investigates the world of the deaf, examining their past and present treatment
at the hands of society, and assesses the value and significance of sign language..

Gaps in Stone Walls , John Neufeld, Jul 1, 1998, Deaf, 186 pages. Twelve-year-old Merry Skiffe,
who lives on Martha's Vineyard in the 1880s, runs away from home because she is suspected of
having committed a murder..
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